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CHAPTER 7
Related Work: A Comparative Analysis
In this chapter we will present both a qualitative and quantitative analysis
of our work, and a comparison with a number of the most representative related
approaches.
The chapter is divided into two parts. The first is introductory and includes
some discussion about the difficulties in comparing taggers from a quantitative
perspective. The second is devoted to the comparative study proper. In order to
do this, some important works were selected, from those previously presented in
the state-of-the-art chapter, taking into account several features: currency, good
results, good capabilities, use of decision trees, classical paradigms, similarity to
our approach, availability, etc. The comparisons are done from several perspec-
tives, e.g., accuracy efficiency, flexibility, expressiveness, etc., pointing out the most
important pros and cons.
1. About the Evaluation and Comparison of Results
In the NLP literature, comparisons of alternative taggers are very rarely per-
formed under identical experimental conditions. Despite this fact, in most current
papers it is argued that the performance of a particular tagger is better than others,
as a result of some kind of indirect comparison between them. We think that in
many cases the conclusions presented are stated on the basis of insufficiently strong
evidence and, therefore, are not reliable enough. As a conclusion, the significance
of such experiments has to be carefully interpreted from a conservative perspective.
In particular, all the results from indirect comparisons of taggers reported in the
previous chapters and in the following section, should not be understood as strong
statements, but only as advisory figures.
Unfortunately, there have been very few direct comparisons of alternative tag-
gers1 on identical test data. Even if so is done, a distorting factor, which has proven
to be very significant, is the presence of noise (mistagged words) in the training and
test corpora [PM98]. The core of this section is devoted to a particular study on
this topic, which illustrates, with a real example, that a conventional statistical test
for the difference of proportions is insufficient in the presence of a certain amount
of noise.
It is important to note that another source of uncertainty on the significance
of the statistical tests for comparing supervised learning algorithms, is the proper
experimental methodology. Several authors indicated the risks of such methods in
detecting a difference between alternative algorithms when no difference exists, and,
conversely, to decide that two alternatives perform equally, when these differences
do exist [EMS97, Kay97, Die98b]. All these problems come from the violation
'Some of the exceptions are the works [SV97, VS98], in which a very strict comparison
between taggers is,performed.
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of the underlying independence assumptions of such tests (e.g. training and test
sets obtained by resampling are not independent). Whenever it was possible, we
used cross-validation in order to avoid dependence in the testing sets2. In this way,
the probability of error is substantially reduced.
1.1. Identifying Problems. We think that there are a number of not enough
controlled factors when an experimental evaluation or comparison of taggers is
designed. To illustrate this point, we report below a list of some of the factors
which are common practice.
Regarding the evaluation process:
• Training and test experiments are usually performed over noisy corpora
which distorts the results obtained.
• Performance figures are too often calculated from only a single or very small
number of trials. Average results from multiple trials are crucial to obtain
reliable estimations of accuracy3.
• Testing experiments are usually done on corpora of the same characteristics
of the training data —usually a small fresh portion of the training corpus—
However, no serious attempts have been done in order to determine the
reliability of the results when moving from one domain to another4.
• No figures about computational effort —space/time complexity— are usu-
ally reported, neither from a theoretical nor an empirical perspective.
Regarding the comparison process:
• Comparisons between taggers are often indirect. They should be compared
under the same conditions, including: identical training and test sets, the
same tagset, etc., in a multiple-trial experiment with statistical tests of
significance.
In the next section we will concentrate on one of these problems, namely the
noise present in the test corpus, and we will study to what extent this situation af-
fects the estimation of the real performance, and the result of a comparison between
different taggers.
1.2. The Effect of Noise in Testing Corpora. From a machine-learning
perspective, the relevant noise in the corpus is that of non systematically mistagged
words (i.e. different annotations for words appearing in the same syntactic/semantic
contexts). Commonly used annotated corpora have noise. See, for instance, the
following examples collected from the Wall Street Journal corpus.
Verb participle forms are sometimes tagged as such (VBN) and also as adjectives
(JJ) in other sentences with no structural differences:
la) .. .failing.VBG to.TO voluntarily-RB submit.VB the_DT requested-VBN
informat ion_NN.. .
Ib) . . .a_DT large-JJ sampleJIN of-IH married^JJ womenJiNS with-IN at.IN
least-JJS ona-CD childJJH...
2Dietterich [Die98b] proposes a particular variant of the classical n-fold cross-validation,
namely 5 x 2cv, which is based on 5 iterations of 2-fold cross validation and which has proven to
be very effective to prevent both false negative and false positive predictions.
3
 See [Moo96] for a severe criticism coming from the machine-learning community.
4
 See [Kro97] reporting experiments using well established taggers in the information extrac-
tion field.
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Another structure not coherently tagged are noun chains when the nouns (NN)
are ambiguous and can be also adjectives (JJ). In this case we find a number of
different, and apparently arbitrary, combinations:
2a) ...Mr.JINP HahnJINP ,., theJDT 62-year-old_JJ chainaanJIN and.CC
chief-UN executive-JJ officerJlNoî-lH Georgia-PacificJINP Corp.-NNP...
2b) .. .BurgerJÍNP King-NKP 'sJ>OS chief-JJ executive-UN officerJIN ,.,
BarryJINP GibbonsJIHP ,., stars.VBZ in_IN adsJIHS saying.VBG...
2c) . ..and_CC BarrettJINP B.-NNP WeekesJINP ,., chairmanJIN ,_, presidentJIN
and.CC chief-JJ executiveJJ officerJIN ...
2d) . ..the_DT companyJJN includes.VBZ NeilJINP DavenportJINP ,., 47.CD ,_,
presidentJIN and.CC chiefJiN executive-UN officerJIN ;_:
The noise in the test set produces a wrong estimation of accuracy, since correct
answers are computed as wrong and vice-versa. In following sections we will show
how this uncertainty in the evaluation (varying up to 5% under extreme situations)
may be, in some cases, larger than the improvements reported from one system to
another, so invalidating the conclusions of the comparison.
1.2.1. Model Setting. To study the appropriateness of the choices made by a
POS tagger, a reference tagging must be selected and assumed to be correct in order
to compare it with the tagger output. This is usually done by assuming that the
disambiguated test corpora being used contains the correct POS disambiguation.
This approach is quite right when the tagger error rate is larger enough than the test
corpus error rate, nevertheless, the current POS taggers have reached a performance
level that invalidates this choice, since the tagger error rate is getting too close to
the error rate of the test corpus.
Since we want to study the relationship between the tagger error rate and the
test corpus error rate, we have to establish an absolute reference point. Although
Church [Chu92] questioned the concept of correct analysis, Samuelsson and Vouti-
lainen [SV97] established with a 95% confidence level that two human annotatore
would disagree only in 0.1% of the cases in the tagging of a 55,000 word corpus,
when both the tagset and the annotation criteria are well-defined. This leads us to
assume that there exists an absolute correct disambiguation, respect to which the
error rates of either the tagger or the test corpus can be computed. What we will
focus on is how distorted is the tagger error rate by the use of a noisy test corpus
as a reference.
The cases we can find when evaluating the performance of a certain tagger are
presented in table 1. OK/->OK stand for a right/wrong tag (respect to the absolute
correct disambiguation). When both the tagger and the test corpus have the correct
tag, the tag is correctly evaluated as right. When the test corpus has the correct
tag and the tagger gets it wrong, the occurrence is correctly evaluated as wrong.
But problems appear when the test corpus has a wrong tag: If the tagger gets it
correctly, it is evaluated as wrong when it should be right (false negative). If the
tagger gets it wrong, it will be rightly evaluated as wrong if the error committed
by the tagger is other than the error in the test corpus, but wrongly evaluated as
right (false positive) if the error is the same.
Table 1 shows the computation of the percentages of each case. The meaning
of the variables appearing in the table and used in the following sections is reported
below:
C: Test corpus error rate. Usually an estimation is supplied with the corpus.
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t: Tagger performance rate on words rightly tagged in the test corpus. It can
be seen as P(OKt|oKc).
«: Tagger performance rate on words wrongly tagged in the test corpus. It can
be seen as P(OKf|-iOKc).
p: Probability that the tagger makes the same error than the test corpus, given
that both get a wrong tag.
x: Real performance of the tagger, i.e. what would be obtained on an error-free
test set.
K: Observed performance of the tagger, computed on the noisy test corpus.











C(l-tt) ( l -p)
TABLE 1. Possible cases when evaluating a tagger
For simplicity, we consider only performance on ambiguous words. Considering
unambiguous words will make the analysis more complex, since it should be taken
into account that neither the behaviour of the tagger (given by w, t, p) nor the
errors in the test corpus (given by C) are the same on ambiguous and unambiguous
words. Nevertheless this is an issue that must be further addressed.
If we knew each one of the above proportions, we would be able to compute
the real performance of our tagger. It would be as easy as adding up the rows
from table 1 with a OKt label —that is, the parts in which the tagger got the right
disambiguation independently from the tagging of the test set— This gives us the
following equation:
(3) x = (I -C)t + C u .
The equation of the observed performance can also be extracted from table 1,
adding up what is evaluated as right, obtaining:
(4) K = (l-C)t + C(l-u)p.
It is trivial to extract from equations 3 and 4 the relationship between the real
and the observed performance values:
x = K-C(l-u)p+ Cu .
Since only K and C are known (or approximately estimated) we can not com-
pute the real performance of the tagger. All we can do is to establish some reason-
able bounds for t, u and p, and see in which range is x.
Since all variables are probabilities, they are bounded in [0,1]. We also can
assume5 that K > C. We can use this constraints and the above equations to
bound the values of all variables. From 4, we obtain:
sln the cases we are interested in, the tagger observed performance, K, is over 90%, while
the corpus error rate, C, is below 10%.
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Thus, w will be maximum when p and t are maximum (i.e. 1). This gives
an upper bound for u of (1 — K)/C. When t = O, u will range in [—00, l — K/C]
depending on the value of p. Since we are assuming K > C, the most informative
lower bound for u keeps being zero. Similarly, p is minimum when t = 1 and u = 0.
When t = 0 the value for p will range in [K/C, +00] depending on u. Since K>C,
the most informative upper bound for p is still 1. Finally, í will be maximum when
w = l andp=0, and minimum when u = 0 andp=l. Summarizing:
(5) 0 < u < min
(6)
(7) ^ < * <
Since the values of the variables are mutually constrained, it is not possible that,
for instance, u and t have simultaneously they upper bound value (if (1—K)/C< 1
then K/(l-C) > 1 and vice versa). Any bound which is out of [0,1] is not informative
and the appropriate boundary, 0 or 1, is then used. Note that the lower bound for
t will never be negative under the assumption K > C.
Once we have established these bounds, we can use equation 3 to compute the
range for the real performance value of our tagger: x will be minimum when u and
t are minimum (which requires p=l). This produces a lower bound xmin — K — C.
Similarly, The upper bound for the real performance is:
f K+C if K< 1-
Xmax
~\ 2-K-C ifK> 1-
-C
C
As it will be used below, we can also state that if we allow p to vary, the bounds
obtained are:
(8) xmin = k-Cp
K+C \ÍK<l-C.n.(9) xmax
As an example, let's suppose we evaluate a tagger on a test corpus which is
known to contain about 3% of errors (C = 0.03), and obtain a reported performance
of 93%6 (K = 0.93). In this case, equations 8 and 9 yield a range for the real
performance x that varies from [0.93,0.96] when p=0 to [0.90,0.96] when p=l.
These results suggest that although we observe a performance of AT, we can
not be sure of how well is our tagger performing without taking into account the
values of t, u and p.
It is also obvious that the intervals in the above example are too wide, since
they consider all the possible parameter values, even when they are very unlikely to
6This is the case of the RELAX tagger presented in section 4.1 of chapter 4. Note that 93%
is the accuracy on ambiguous words (the equivalent overall accuracy was over 97%).
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happen7. This enables us to try to narrow those intervals, limiting the possibilities
to reasonable cases. This issue will be discussed in the following section.
1.2.2. Reasonable Bounds for the Basic Parameters. In real cases, not all pa-
rameter combinations will be equally likely. In addition, the bounds for the values
of í, u and p are closely related to the tagging similarities between the training
and test corpora. That is, if the training and test sets are extracted from the same
corpus, they will probably contain the same kind of errors in the same kind of situa-
tions. This may cause the training procedure to learn the errors —especially if they
are systematic— and thus the resulting tagger will tend to make the same errors
that appear in the test set. On the contrary, if the training and test sets come from
different sources —sharing only the tagset— the behaviour of the resulting tagger
will not depend on the right or wrong tagging of the test set.
We can try to establish narrower bounds for the parameters than those obtained
in section 1.2.1.
First of all, the value of t is already constrained enough, due to its high con-
tribution (1 — C) to the value of K, which forces t to take a value close to K. For
instance, applying the boundaries in equation 7 to the case C=0.03 and JC^O.93,
we obtain that t belongs to [0.928,0.959]. For a more extreme (and unlikely) case
such as C = 0.10 and # = 0.90, t would be in [0.889,1].
The range for « can be slightly narrowed considering the following: In the case
of independent test and training corpora, u will tend to be equal to t. Otherwise,
the more biased towards the corpus errors is the language model, the lower u will
be. Note than allowing «X would mean that the tagger disambiguates better the
noisy cases than the correct ones. Concerning to the lower bound, only in the case
that all the errors in the training and test corpus were systematic (and thus can be
learned) could u reach zero. However, not only this is not a likely situation, but
also requires a perfect-learning tagger. It seems more reasonable that, in normal
cases, errors will be random, and the tagger will behave randomly on the noisy
occurrences. This yields a lower bound for « of I/a, being a the average ambiguity
ratio for ambiguous words in the corpus.
The reasonable bounds for u are thus:
— < « < min < t, —-=— > .
a - - I C )
Finally, the value of p has similar constraints to those of w. If the test and train-
ing corpora are independent, the probability of making the same error, given that
both are wrong, will be the random l/(a—1). If the corpora are not independent,
the errors that can be learned by the tagger will cause p to rise up to (potentially)
1. Again, only in the case that all errors where systematic, could p reach 1.
Then, the reasonable bounds for p are:
1 K+C-1
max '
7For instance, ¡t is not reasonable that u = 0, which would mean that the tagger never
disambiguates correctly a wrong word in the corpus, or p= 1, which would mean that it always
makes the same error when both are wrong.
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1.2.3. On Comparing Tagger Performances. As stated above, knowing which
are the reasonable limits for the w, p and t parameters enables us to compute the
range in which the real performance of the tagger could vary.
So, given two different taggers TI and T2, and provided we know the values for
the test corpus error rate and the observed performance of both cases (Ci, C-z, Ai,
K?), we can compare them by matching the reasonable intervals for the respective
real performances xi and x^.
From a conservative position, we cannot strongly state than one of the taggers
performs better than the other when the two intervals overlap, since this implies a
chance that the real performances of both taggers are the same.
The following real example has been extracted again from section 4.1 of chap-
ter 4. The tagger TI uses only bigram information and has an observed performance
on ambiguous words KI = 0.9135 (96.86% overall). The tagger T2 uses trigrams
and automatically acquired context constraints and has an accuracy of A'j = 0.9282
(97.39% overall). Both taggers have been evaluated on a corpus (WSJ) with an es-
timated error rate8 Ci = C2 = 0.03. The average ambiguity ratio of the ambiguous
words in the corpus is a = 2.5 tags/word.
These data yield the following range of reasonable intervals for the real perfor-
mance of the taggers.
forp,- = l/a =
ii 6 [91.35,94.05]
z2 G [92.82,95.60]
for pi = 1
X! 6 [90.75,93.99]
i2 € [92.22,95.55]
The same information is included in figure 1 which presents the reasonable
accuracy intervals for both taggers, for p ranging from I/a = 0.4 to 1 (the shadowed




90 91 92 93 94 95 (X)
FIGURE 1. Reasonable intervals for both taggers
The intervals obtained have a large overlap region which implies that there are
reasonable parameter combinations that could cause the taggers to produce different
observed performances though their real accuracies were very similar. From this
8The (WSJ) corpus error rate is estimated over all words. We are assuming that the errors
distribute uniformly among all words, although probably ambiguous words have a higher rate.
Nevertheless, a higher value for C would cause the intervals to be wider and to overlap even more.
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conservative approach, we would not be able to conclude that the tagger T? is better
than TI, even though the 95% confidence intervals for the observed performances
did allow us to do so.
1.2.4. Discussion. The analysis presented of the effects of noise in the test
corpus on the evaluation of POS taggers leads us to conclude that when a tagger
is evaluated as better than another using noisy test corpus, there are reasonable
chances that they are in fact very similar but one of them is just adapting better
than the other to the noise in the corpus.
We believe that the widespread practice of evaluating taggers against a noisy
test corpus has reached its limit, since the performance of current taggers is getting
too close to the error rate usually found in test corpora.
An obvious solution —and maybe not as costly as one might think, since small
test sets properly used may yield enough statistical evidence— is using only error-
free test corpora. Another possibility is to study further the influence of noise
in order to establish a criterion —which could be statistical, depending on the
amount of overlapping between intervals— to decide whether a given tagger can be
considered better than another.
Some of the issues that should be further considered are: The effect of noise
on unambiguous words; the reasonable intervals for overall real performance; the
(probably) different values of C, p, u and t for ambiguous/unambiguous words;
how to estimate the parameter values of the tagger being evaluated in order to
constrain as much as possible the intervals; the statistical significance of the interval
overlappings; a more informed (and less conservative) criterion to reject/accept the
hypothesis that both taggers are different, etc.
There is still much to be done in this direction. This work does not intend
to establish a new evaluation method for POS tagging, but it aims to point out
that there are some issues —such as the noise in test corpus— which have been
paid little attention and which are more important than what they seem to be.
In the same direction, we think that it would be important to start a discussion
on POS tagger evaluation, with the objective of establishing a more rigorous test
experimentation setting, which is needed to extract reliable conclusions.
2. A Comparison with Other Approaches
2.1. From a Qualitative Perspective. Recall that the main characteristic
of our approach to tagging is the separation between language model acquisition and
the disambiguation algorithm. The acquisition of the language model is performed
by decision-tree induction and it is oriented to obtain a model which is both general
and as accurate as possible, and which may be used by different taggers.
Decision trees have proven to be an appropriate formalism for acquiring and rep-
resenting probabilistic information about the relevant features of POS ambiguities,
and to meet the following requirements: independence, manageable size, flexibil-
ity to model and extend rich contextual information, efficiency, etc. The resulting
trees can be also interpreted as rules or constraints from a linguistic perspective.
However, this intuitive interpretation of the model is dubious in some cases, and
falls far short of the manually derived linguistic models of the constraint grammar
framework, and falls short even of some automatic rule-induction systems, such as
Brill's TBL tagger.
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The possibility of choosing the type of tagger in which to incorporate the tree-
based models —from between different disambiguating algorithms— allows users
to take advantage of any of these algorithms, given their own needs, available
information, etc. In particular, we have applied them to three different taggers,
namely, a reductionistic tagger (RTF), a statistically-based tagger (STT), and a
constraint-based tagger (RELAX). These taggers have different properties in terms
of accuracy, efficiency, flexibility, adaptability, etc., and none of them is preferable
to the rest in absolute terms: the choice depends on the particular use.
In the folowing subsections, we will survey the main approaches to POS tag-
ging and we will compare them to our proposal, by mainly discussing features in
three directions: (1) Type of information considered; (2) How is this information
acquired? and (3) How is this information used for disambiguating?
Given our previous description of POS tagging, the two first points refer to the
language model, while the third refers to the tagging algorithm proper.
2.1.1. Linguistic Taggers. The Constraint Grammar framework (CG), devel-
oped at the Helsinki University by Karlsson and colleagues[KVHA95], is the most
important representative of the linguistic-based family. It supplies a very rich and
expressive constraint based language, in which linguistic knowledge can be properly
expressed. Additionally, it reports the best accuracy figures for state-of-the-art
tagging, which are far better than the best accuracies reported by taggers that uses
automatically acquired knowledge.
The main drawback of such an approach is the very high acquisition cost (e.g.,
the linguistic models range from a few hundreds to several thousand rules, and they
usually require years of labour), which makes it practically untransportable. The
aim of automatic acquisition algorithms for tagging is, specifically, to try to surpass
this limitation.
In our case, the acquisition cost is very low, since the construction of the tagger,
given a relatively small annotated training set, is fully automatic. Additionally, the
decision-tree-based model could be extended to incorporate more complex features,
similar to those appearing in CG rules. However, the addition of such information
would probably require some manual effort in designing the proper patterns and in
tuning its influence.
The reductionistic tagger RTT described in chapter 4 presents a disambiguation
algorithm that works in a similar way to that of CGs. Such a tagger can be properly
tuned to adjust the output ambiguity, for instance to avoid deciding in the most
difficult cases. In this way, the precision decreases slightly in favour of a higher
recall.
Conversely, decision tree models can be transformed into a set of rules and can
be used in combination with more elaborated linguistic knowledge in a flexible rule-
based environment. This is the case with RELAX [Pad98, MP97], a relaxation
labelling based tagger which is able to combine information obtained from several
sources within a common constraint language capable of encompassing the most
common CG rules. The combined approach with decision trees is also explained in
chapter 4.
The results obtained in our approach are lower than those of CG (e.g. a recall
about 2 points lower, for similar values of precision). It is a fact that years of
work on machine learning for tagging has resulted in taggers that still significantly
underperform manually constructed systems. It is our belief that automatic taggers
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will never be able to compete with manual linguistic taggers. Apart from the fact
that the type of information used in linguistic models is usually richer, we think
that the key is in the treatment of infrequent events. It is well-known that, after
growing a relatively small body of important rules that report a tagging accuracy of
the same order as automatic taggers, much of the linguistic effort in the developing
of a rich and comprehensive constraint grammar is devoted to covering exceptions
and infrequent linguistic phenomena. The infrequent events have, in isolation,
a very low statistical significance, and so they are very difficult to acquire with
automatic machine learning algorithms (which are statistical in nature), especially
in the presence of a certain amount of noise.
2.1.2. Statistical and HMM-based Taggers. Classic statistical or HMM-based
taggers, such as the works in [DeR88, Chu88, DeM90, CKPS92, Mer94],
work by maximizing the probability of a tag sequence, given a concrete sequence
of input words. The probability is calculated under some simplifying assumptions,
in particular, considering that the probability of the tag t for a certain word w
in a concrete context depends only on the proper word and on a finite amount of
preceding tags (n-gram probabilities). In our approach, decision trees can be used
as a way of estimating the parameters of a similar probabilistic model, which will be
used in a statistical tagger (this is the case of the STT tagger presented in chapter 4).
From this perspective, our approach is equivalent to the statistical approach. The
advantage is that the contextual model can easily be enriched in the DT approach,
obtaining taggers that surpass the limited pure bigram and trigram models. In
addition, this extension of the model can be performed avoiding the exponential
growing of the number of parameters, since the proper tree induction algorithm
automatically reduces the model to a tractable subset of relevant contexts, mixing
different levels of generality (a fact that can be seen as a kind of smoothing process,
[ZD97]).
One possible advantage of statistical taggers is that they are able to properly
train the probabilistic model from an unannotated corpus plus a lexicon, providing
the ambiguity class for each word (semi-supervised learning), by using the iterative
Forward-Backward algorithm. In our case the learning is fully supervised, however,
we have proven that a relatively small annotated training corpus is enough to
achieve very good tagging accuracy, which can be further improved by applying a
kind of retraining technique based on bootstrapping and tagger combination.
From the new family of statistical taggers extending the n-gram approach, we
should comment on the maximum entropy (ME) approach, and, in particular, the
tagger by Ratnaparkhi [Rat96], which is one of the most relevant works.
The tagger based on the ME approach has several features in common with
our DT approach, e.g., it uses a rich feature representation and generates a tag
probability distribution for each word. However, the ME model has the advantage of
being able to combine diverse and non-local information sources without making the
common independence assumptions that are necessary in the statistical approach.
Additionally, Ratnaparkhi argues that the ME approach is superior to decision-tree
approaches (as Magerman's system [Mag95a]) because it does not need to consider
word classes to help prevent data fragmentation, and a trivial count cut off suffices
as a smoothing procedure in order to achieve roughly the same level of accuracy.
We agree with the simplicity of the ME approach, which is able to deal with
a huge amount of parameters with very little data preprocessing and smoothing.
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However, in our basic approach, also very simple smoothing techniques (discount
and redistribution, and pruning of DTs) were used to deal with sparseness, and
the reported accuracy on the WSJ corpus is, at least, as good as his. In contrast,
the decision-tree approach compares favourably with ME in the acquisition and
tagging cost. In ME, both depend linearly on the input word sequence length,
however they include a significant multiplicative constant, i.e., the number of active
context features for a given event (word plus context). From the figures reported
in [Rat96], our tagger is, experimentally, about ten times faster in both steps.
Another interesting issue to be investigated is the possibility of including the
decision-tree-acquired relevant contexts in an ME approach, as a way to automat-
ically acquire specialized features for the probabilistic model (see the discussion
about specialized features in [Rat96]).
2.1.3. Taggers that use Decision Trees. DTs have been used in other approaches
to tagging. For instance, in the case of Schmid [Sch94b] decision trees are used to
estimate the probabilistic parameters of a statistical trigram-based tagger, in a way
that is similar to our STT. However, in his approach the contextual information
was not extended as in ours. Instead, trees are only involved in acquiring trigram
probabilities.
In [Mag95a], Magerman and colleagues apply decision trees in a parsing ori-
ented environment (SPATTER). In that approach, a decision-tree based POS tagger
is one of the first components of the whole system, which is used in the probabil-
ity calculation of syntactic structures. SPATTER achieves a tagging accuracy of
96.5% on the WSJ corpus. This tagger shares several features with ours, namely,
the main attributes describing the surrounding contexts, the statistical usage of
the decision trees, the division in word classes, etc. However, it is oriented to be
included as a partial module in a broader system and it has a lot of particular-
ities that make it more complicated to use. For instance, context features need
to be initially converted into binary-valued features, and as a result its number
is greatly increased; and, instead of pruning, the probability distributions of the
obtained trees are smoothed by applying a sophisticated and costly adaptation of
the Forward-Bakward algorithm, to maximize the probability of a held-out cor-
pus. In contrast, our model is much simpler to acquire, and combined in a proper
disambiguation algorithm, achieves a slightly better accuracy.
The MBT approach of Daelemans, et al. [DZBG96] can also be placed in
this category. Despite MBT being formulated within the instance-based learning
paradigm, it uses a particular tree-based representation (iGTREEs) of the base of
examples (allowing a notable saving in space needs), which is then used for di-
rect disambiguation. As it is noted in chapter 3, those trees are equivalent to the
decision trees that would be inductively acquired with a simple feature selection
criterion. The accuracy reported by this memory-based tagger (96.4%), applied
to the same corpus and using the same tagset, is slightly lower than ours. Addi-
tionally, the amount of examples they used is almost double that used in our case.
We also performed a comparison, under the same experimental conditions, of both
algorithms when dealing with unknown words. Our algorithm performed better in
terms of accuracy and space saving (see section 4.1 of chapter 3). We give experi-
mental evidence that this is due to the feature selection function and to the branch
merging strategy used in our algorithm. Conversely, it has to be said that MBT
is slightly superior in tagging speed and design simplicity, which has permitted to
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adapt and reuse the memory-based model to tackle several NLP problems regarding
disambiguation.
2.1.4. Other Machine Learning Based Taggers. We discuss in this section the
Transformation-based error-driven Learning (TBL) approach by Brill [Bri95a].
In this case, no direct comparison of taggers was performed, however the word-
accuracy results (96.5%) reported by Brill on the Wall Street Journal using the
same tagset and similar type of information are slightly worse than ours.
Regarding the contextual information it uses, it is very similar to the informa-
tion, used in our approach, and, in fact, it has been almost completely incorporated
in our tree-modelling. In addition, some of the rule patterns for capturing collo-
cational information used in Brill's approach have also been recast as composite
attributes and included as new features in the learning algorithm. Experiments
explaining these extensions are reported in chapter 3.
The acquisition step is the major bottleneck of TBL, since it performs a brute
force search9 within the space of all possible pattern instantiations to find the best
transformation at each step10. From this point of view, our approach is clearly
preferable. The tagging efficiency of its original version is also lower since, despite
being linear on the input word-sequence length, the cost is multiplied by a con-
stant equal to the number of acquired rules. Our basic RTT tagger also performs
several passes through the input sequence but they are about 20 times lower. The
implementation of Brill's rule-based tagger using FSTs [RS95] is much faster than
our tree-based approach. However, a better implementation of our tagger (using
C, and parallelizing the tree application for each word at a sentence level) would
speed it up notably. We think that it would also be worthwhile to consider an
implementation of the decision-tree rules using FST technology.
Another limitation of TBL is that, since it is non-statistical, it does not provide
probability distributions and, unlike other approaches such as statistical taggers,
DTs, or ME it cannot be used as a probabilistic component in a larger model.
Conversely, a clear advantage of Brill's approach is that the final language
model is represented with a relatively small set of transformation rules, which re-
quire very little storage space, and which have an easy and direct interpretation.
However, whether this information is useful from a linguistic perspective or not, is
a matter that has not been thoroughly discussed by the author.
In a paper by Brill [Bri95a] it is shown that any binary decision tree can be
converted into a transformation list (but not conversely), and a serious criticism is
made against the decision tree approach by explaining some of the practical differ-
ences between TBL and the induction of decision trees11. We generally agree with
that discussion, however most of the drawbacks that Brill indicates do not hold in
our approach, which is more complex than the one that he considers. More pre-
cisely, there are two main differences: First, we use the decision trees as a statistical
component instead of a classifier, and second, this component is integrated inside
9Th¡s is not exactly true since the search is data-driven and not all possible transformations
are really tested. See [RM94] for an additional speed-up of Brill's learning algorithm by means
of indexing the training corpus.
'"Recently, Samuel [Sam98] has presented an efficient approximation called Lazy TBL which
restrict the search to a small subset of all possible instantiations, by applying Monte Carlo sampling
techniques. This approach allows the application of TBL to more complex tasks.
11
 In the same paper it is shown that TBL is equivalent to Decision List modelling.
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a disambiguation algorithm which in turn can use other kinds of information and
require the use of the tree-model several times during the classification process12.
2.1.5. Taggers by Combination. There are two main approaches in tagger com-
bination. On the one hand, it is possible to combine different types of knowledge,
probably acquired from different sources and using different algorithms, inside the
language model of a single tagger (internal combination). On the other hand,
the combination can be done externally, by constructing an ensemble of taggers
(preferably based on different principles and information), in which all taggers are
constructed individually, and which is used to label new words by combining, in a
sort of voting, the outcomes of each single tagger (external combination).
Examples of internal combination are the already cited papers [OT96, Pad96,
VP97, EAA+98, TO98, TRG97]. Our contribution to this methodology is pre-
sented in chapter 4, in which we describe the way of including decision trees into the
RELAX tagger. Direct comparison with the other approaches is not possible, since
the corpora and languages of application are different. In addition, the resulting
performance depends highly on the type and amount of knowledge used, something
that greatly varies from one work to another. Compared to our other approaches
to tagging, RELAX is more flexible than RTT and STT, and more accurate when it
combines all available information. However, the efficiency is clearly lower, due to
the intrinsic complexity of the convergence procedure of relaxation labelling.
Regarding the external combination, we should refer to the two recent works
[HZD98, BW98], in which very good results were obtained. Such papers study the
application of some algorithms for combining several preexisting taggers, however,
we cannot say that they introduce new tagging paradigms. One problem of such
systems is the efficiency degradation, since each individual tagger must vote for
each input word to assign the combined result. In this way, the efficiency is forced
to be lower than that of the least efficient tagger in the ensemble.
In our case, we have internally applied ensembles of decision trees only to those
ambiguity classes which we consider worthy of attention. In section 2.5 of chapter 6
we have shown that this is a feasible way for improving our tree-based taggers. The
accuracy reported is comparable to that of [BW98], obtained by combination of
taggers. Finally, it must be said that our approach is not exclusive to the external
combination, since any of our taggers could be individually included in an ensemble
of taggers.
2.1.6. Final Comments. All throughout chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6, we have ap-
plied a number of machine-learning techniques, usually based on the combination
of classifiers, in order to address some of the weak points in our approach, namely,
the sparseness of some ambiguity classes, difficult subproblems, small training sets,
etc. However, there still remains an important open problem, which is to efficiently
adapt and tune taggers that have been acquired from a specific corpus onto an-
other one —perhaps containing texts from other domains, where different lexical
probabilities hold— Up to the present, not much interest has been devoted to this
question, however, the very recent contribution of Roth and Zelenko [RZ98], rep-
resents a good effort in this direction. It is fair to say that this is the first tagger,
to our knowledge, that addresses this problem with promising results. Their work
presents an adaptive tagger which benefits from the ability of learning while testing
I2Brill has in mind a decision tree based model which is used to classify the ambiguous words
in a single pass through the corpus.
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new examples (on-line/incremental learning). In this way, the tagger is dynamically '
tuned as the new examples of the corpus of application are presented to it.
Some of the already reviewed learning paradigms applied to POS tagging,
namely TBL [Bri95a], MBT [DBW97] and ME [Rat97b] (see also the work by
Cardie [Car96a] and Roth [Rot98]), have proven to be flexible models that can
be easily adapted to address other IMLP problems, e.g, word-sense disambiguation,
PP-attachment disambiguation, etc. This is something that we still need to prove,
before presenting our tree-based approach as a general framework to deal with NLP
disambiguation problems. Some words are devoted to this issue in the concluding
chapter 8.
2.2. Some Quantitative Information. As we have seen, the comparison
of POS taggers is a delicate issue since many factors can affect the final accuracy
figures: different sizes for training and test sets, evaluation over different corpora
—and thus, different tag distributions—, different tag sets, etc. As we have seen in
this chapter, even when comparing systems under similar conditions, results might
be non-conclusive if noisy material is used for the test.
Nevertheless, an informative comparison between our system and several of
the most representative current taggers is described and discussed in section 2.5 of
chapter 6. The figures reported come from testing the taggers on the WSJ corpus,





In this dissertation we have exposed the research carried out on applying ma-
chine learning algorithms to POS tagging. In particular, we used the induction of
decision trees to acquire the statistical knowledge about part-of-speech ambiguities
for a posterior use in different disambiguation algorithms. As a first step, we have
experimentally proven that DTs provide a flexible (by allowing a rich feature rep-
resentation), efficient and compact way for acquiring, representing and accessing
such information. In addition to that, DTs provide proper estimations of con-
ditional probabilities for tags and words in their particular contexts. Additional
machine learning techniques, based on the combination of classifiers, have been
applied to address some particular weaknesses of our tree-based approach, and to
further improve the accuracy in the most difficult cases.
As a second step, the acquired models have been used to construct simple,
accurate and effective taggers, based on different paradigms. In particular, we
present three different taggers that include the tree-based models: RTT, STT, and
RELAX, which have shown different properties regarding speed, flexibility, accuracy,
etc. The idea is that the particular user needs and environment will define which
is the most appropriate tagger in each situation. Although we have observed slight
differences, the accuracy results for the three taggers, tested on the WSJ test bench
corpus, are uniformly very* high, and, if not better, they are at least as good as
those of a number of current taggers based on automatic acquisition (a qualitative
comparison with the most relevant current work is reported in chapter 7).
Additionally, our approach has been adapted to annotate a general Spanish
corpus, with the particular limitation of learning from small training sets. A new
technique, based on tagger combination and bootstrapping, has been proposed to
address this problem and to improve accuracy. Experimental results showed that
very high accuracy is possible for Spanish tagging, with a relatively low manual
effort. Additionally, the success in this real application has confirmed the validity
of our approach, and the validity of the previously presented portability argument
in favour of automatically acquired taggers.
The main contributions of this thesis were advanced in the introductory chap-
ter, and they have been described in detail within the subsequent chapters. The
next section is a very brief final resume of the main contributions to the dissertation,
including the pointers to the chapters in which they appear.
1.1. Contributions. The core of the dissertation presented encompass scien-
tific contributions that can be categorized in the following three groups.
1. The application of decision trees in the POS tagging problem is the basic
point of the thesis. This contribution is threefold. First, DTs were used
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to acquire, represent and access language models oriented to POS tagging.
This work is described in chapter 3, jointly with a very satisfactory test
of the acquired models. Second, the acquired models have been applied
to three different, accurate and effective taggers. The results presented in
chapter 4 show that very good accuracy can be obtained, overcoming some
of the current best approaches to tagging. And third, the combination of
different kinds of information in a rich language modelling, is performed
within a flexible tagger, to further improve the previously reported results
(also in chapter 4).
2. Machine learning techniques for constructing ensembles of classifiers and
combining individual outcomes have been proposed and applied in our par-
ticular domain. In this case, the contribution is twofold. First, we applied
ensembles of decision trees to improve results in the special cases of: diffi-
cult and sparse ambiguity classes. The full work is described in chapter 6,
except for the method that deals with sparseness which is covered in chap-
ter 3. Second, a bootstrapping method to develop accurate taggers from
small training sets was proposed in chapter 5. The method is based on the
combination of taggers to generate more accurate retraining corpora. It has
been successfully tested on a Spanish corpus (see also chapter 5).
3. The evaluation and comparison of taggers is an issue that presents severe dif-
ficulties, particularly when commonly used test bench corpora contain noise.
This issue is addressed in chapter 7, where a deep analysis demonstrates that
usual statistical confidence intervals fail in the presence of noise.
The following two items describe other relevant contributions of the present
thesis.
1. With respect to the bibliographical issues, we would like to mention that
chapter 2 supplies a detailed survey of POS tagging, and, more important,
a valuable broad-coverage compilation of references linking the fields of ML
and I\ILP. Additionally, a qualitative/quantitative comparison of our system
to other relevant important approaches to tagging is included in chapter 7.
2. From a practical perspective, we would like to emphasize that several tools
and resources have been generated as the result of this work, and the rich
research environment in which it has been carried out. Chapter 5 includes
pointers to the aforementioned tools, resources and related research projects.
2. Further Research Directions
Further work is still to be done in several directions. Some of this corresponds
to open research lines introduced in certain of our chapters, while others simply
refer to given specific details of implementation, tuning, etc. We have categorized
them in five groups, which are briefly described in the next sections.
2.1. On Acquiring Better Models through Decision Trees.
• Regarding the used TDIDT algorithm, there are some possible extensions
that have not been taken into consideration, and we think that they should
be studied, i.e., searching with a limited lookahead, to mitigate the effect of
the greedy search, and including multivariate splits1.
'However, Murthy [Mur95] notes that such extensions are not guaranteed to work well
in all domains, and that, apart from the computational overhead they introduce, they can be
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• With respect to the information that this algorithm uses, we would like to
consider some extensions. In this thesis, we have studied many variations on
the set of features for describing the training examples, however, all of them
refer to quite local context information. In order to deal with exceptions, rare
events, and difficult cases, we should extend it to the consideration of long
distance relations, semantic features, etc. In addition, the inclusion within
the RELAX environment of better and richer models, obtained by manual
development, would be of considerable interest to improve the results of
the already presented Spanish tagging, and for a forthcoming application to
Catalan.
• Finally, regarding the sparseness problem of the ambiguity-class approach,
better models have been acquired by applying some proposed techniques.
Particularly, the application of CPD [Bre98b] reported a 10% reduction on
the average error rate of sparse ambiguity classes (see chapter 6). However,
this improvement results in a very small contribution to the global tagging
accuracy since sparse ambiguity classes have a small relative weight. To
make the global improvement significant, we should be able to to fix their
errors in a much greater proportion than we really did (otherwise the ef-
fort could be considered worthless). The techniques applied are certainly
a promising starting point to fulfill the preceding goal, however to find a
procedure to clearly improve results in sparse ambiguity classes is still an
open issue that requires further research.
2.2. On the Application of Tree—based Models.
• There are a number of technical questions about the already implemented
taggers that should be addressed further. First, regarding the RTT algo-
rithm, the convergence properties have to be properly studied. Second, all
three taggers, namely, RTT, STT, and RELAX, can clearly be accelerated,
by means of changing the programming language, or by parallelizing some
important parts of the algorithm2. Finally, the study of the interaction be-
tween the different knowledge included and its effect on the tagging results is
especially important in the RELAX environment in order to be able to prop-
erly answer the question: How can we add more information? For instance,
it has to be determined if redundant constraints3 can be added without care,
or if, conversely, a preprocessing step is needed to eliminate redundancy.
• The application of trees to taggers other than the three previously mentioned
could be also of interest. In particular, we are interested on including the
knowledge acquired with DTs to automatically enrich the ME model with
some specific relevant features.
2.3. On the Construction of Ensembles of Classifiers. The work de-
scribed in chapter 6 demonstrates that the use of ensembles of decision trees allows
to significantly improve the accuracy of the presented taggers. However, there are
a number of technical questions regarding the methods used to construct ensembles
counterproductive in some cases. He identifies some of the possible pathologies and suggests the
type of domains they are suited for.
2
 Additionally, RTT and STT work with an underlying rule-based model, thus they could
probably be recasted to fit the FST technology.
3The presence of contradictory information in the constraint-based model would probably
represent an even more serious problem.
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that are still open questions. Which are the best techniques to generate ensem-
bles in our domain? Which is the algorithm for combining the individual trees
that performs best? Which is the best way to incorporate an ensembles into the
disambiguation algorithms?
There are other more specific points (already discussed in chapter 6) that we
would also like to mention here.
• We think that it should be thoroughly studied why there are methods that
do not work well in our domain. Regarding this issue, we are especially inter-
ested on studying the application of the boosting (AoABoosT) algorithm,
which has proven to be ineffective in the task at hand. It is known that
AOABOOST tends to overfit the training data in the presence of noise and
that it usually places much weight on 'hard areas' and outliers. Therefore,
the manually study of the highly emphasized examples in the final distribu-
tion should provide insight about difficult examples, infrequent events, and
noise in the training set. The first two would be useful to determine which
type of information is needed to resolve the most difficult cases, perhaps
treating them separately. The third would be useful to apply some kind of
pre-process to filter out noisy examples from training data.
• It is well-known that the success of applying ensembles of classifiers strongly
depends on the ability of learning classifiers that commit uncorrelated er-
rors. In our case, once an ensemble of decision trees is constructed it would
be interesting to be able to evaluate how 'different' are the trees of the en-
sembles (i.e., how complementary is the information represented in them),
to try to predict whether it is worthwhile to include this ensemble or not,
to eliminate highly-correlated members, etc. In this direction we are trying
to derive a measure of similarity between decision trees (by exploring the
redundant, complementary, and contradictory information), which should
be highly correlated with the effectiveness of the ensemble.
• Regarding the combination of decision trees: We are involved in testing
more sophisticated methods of classifier combination, such as weighted vot-
ing methods, and different levels of stacked generalization [Wol92] using
alternative learning algorithms.
• We are also interested on extending the experiments involving the combina-
tion of more than two taggers in a double direction: first, to obtain less noisy
corpora for the retraining steps in bootstrapping processes; and second, to .
include our best tagger in an ensemble of preexisting taggers to increase
global tagging accuracy. This work would be done in the same direction
as that of [HZD98, BW98], but it would also include an application to
Spanish and Catalan.
2.4. On the Tagging Evaluation and Comparison.
• In chapter 7 we pointed out some difficulties in tagging evaluation and com-
parison of results, and we studied a particular case related to the noise
present in the test corpus. With respect to this study, further research is
needed to derive a more conservative statistical measure of significance, al-
lowing us to reject or accept the hypothesis that both taggers are different,
tested under noisy conditions. Another related issue would be the appli-
cation of machine-learning algorithms (perhaps in combination with other
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semi-automatic techniques) to identify and filter noisy examples, and to
properly define some kind of pre-processing step of the training and test
annotated corpora.
• The wide-spread application of machine learning techniques in addressing
NLP problems is still a very recent phenomenon, and so, rigorous experi-
mental settings for comparing different systems, which have a long tradition
in the ML field, are not yet a common practice in NLP works. This lack
of rigorousness is extensive to POS tagging, for which indirect comparisons
have been generally performed. We think that a comprehensive experimental
comparison of the most promising current approaches to tagging would be
very valuable to the NLP community. Such a comparison, performed under
exactly the same experimental conditions and using clear and well-defined
statistical tests, should cover quantitative and qualitative aspects of different
systems. In particular, varying features should be compared within several
scenarios. These features include: corpus of application, tagset, available in-
formation, size of the training set, unknown words, different levels of noise,
etc. This is a work that we plan to address in the short term.
• In a close relation to the preceding points, we think that other issues than
simply 'accuracy rates' are becoming more important in order to test and
evaluate the real utility of different approaches for tagging. Such aspects,
which are being the focus of increasing attention in the NLP community,
refer to test the ability of adapting to new domains (tuning), to study the
types of errors committed and their influence on the task at hand, to study
the adequacy of the tagset granularity and composition to the application
domain, to verify the language independence assumption, etc.
2.5. On the Application to other NLP Problems and Languages.
With the aim of providing general paradigms in which many different ambiguity
problems could be properly addressed, some of the already presented machine-
learning approaches have been applied to tackle other classical NLP disambigua-
tion problems, typically, word-sense disambiguation, PP-attachment disambigua-
tion, partial parsing, text-to-speech processing, etc. This is the case of Brill's
Transformation-based Learning [Bri95a], the Instance-based learning environment
proposed by Cardie [Car96a], the Memory-based approach of Daelemans and col-
leagues at Tilburg University [DZBG96], and the Maximum Entropy approach,
reported basically by Ratnaparkhi [Rat96]. We think that our approach is also
general enough to properly address the different alternative problems. Particularly,
we plan to start with WSD, PP-attachment disambiguation problems in the near
future. An additional objective to our field of concern is to simultaneously address
several disambiguation problems. We believe, as other authors do, that we can take
advantage of the interactions between different level tasks.
In another direction, we plan to apply the techniques presented to develop
taggers and annotated corpora for other languages, and in particular, for Catalan,
for which we have already started to develop linguistic tools, and we plan to carry
out substantial work in the near future.
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APPENDIX A
Relevant Related Publications
Some parts of this thesis are partially covered by several previously published
papers. References to such publications are given below along with the Chapters
and Sections in which the material appears in the thesis. They are chronologically
listed and divided in two groups depending on the kwnowledge area of the Confer-
ences in which they appeared, that is, Natural Language Processing and Machine
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APPENDIX B
Technical Details
1. Attribute Selection Functions
In the following subsections we describe the alternative functions used for se-
lecting attributes in our tree-induction algorithm, which are initially referenced in
section 2.2.1 of chapter 3.
The basic notation followed in the descriptions is:
• X stands for a concrete set of examples, X = {(x,-, j/,-)}"=1, where y,- is the
class label for example x¿.
• The values of each example x,- are vectors of the form (z¿,i, £í,2> • • • i xi,m)
whose components are discrete-valued attributes.
• P(X) stands for a disjoint partition of X.
• PA (X) stands for the partition of X according to the values of attribute A.
• C = {1, . . ., K} stands for the set of classes.
stands for the partition of X according to the values of C.
1.1. RLM. This measure, belonging to the distance-based family (and also
information-based heuristics), was introduced by López de Mantaras in the early
nineties [Lop91]. Roughly speaking, it defines a distance measurement between
partitions and selects for branching the attribute that generates the closest partition
of A' to the correct partition, i.e., Pc(X) (the one that perfectly classifies the training
data). For that, it is necessary to define a distance measurement between partitions,
which will be introduced in the following steps.
Let P(X) be a partition of X. The average information of such partition is
defined as:
- Y, p(X,S)log,p(X,S),
where p(X, S) is the probability for an element of X belonging to the set S1, and it
is estimated by the ratio
, 5) =
This average information measurement reflects the randomness of distribution
of the elements of X between the classes of the partition.
If we now consider the intersection between two different partitions, P ( X ) and
P'(X), we obtain:
iog2p(x,sns').
Additionally, the conditioned information of P'(X) given P(X), is defined as:
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I(P'(X)\P(X)) = i(p(X) n p'(A-)) - I(P(X)) ,
and it can be expressed as:
- £ E
It is easy to show that the measurement
d(P(X), P'(X)) = I(P'(X)\P(X)) + I(P(X)\P'(X))
is a distance. Normalizing, we obtain
with values in [0,1]. So, the selected attribute will be that one that minimizes the
normalized distance between the partition induced by its values and the partition
Pc(X), that is:
arg min dN(Pc(X),PA(X)) .A
1.2. Information Gain. This information-based feature selection measure
was initially proposed by Quinlan [Quî79] and it was used in the popular IDS
system and its successors [Qui86, Qui93j.
Given a set of examples X, the information associated to the partition of the
set X according to the classes of C, Pc(X), is defined as
I(Pe(X)) = - £ p(X,S)l0g2p(X,S),
where p(X, S) is the probability, for any instance of X belonging to the set 5, and
it is simply estimated by the proportion:
In this way, I(Pc(X)) estimates the randomness of the distribution of the
examples of X over the classes of C, in other words, it measures the amount of
information that is necessary to obtain the class, among the classes of C, of any
example of X.
In a similar way, when a certain node of a tree splits the set of examples X
according the values of the attribute A it is possible to calculate the information
needed to correctly classify any example of X using the depth-2 tree with the
attribute A in its root, as the average information of the leaf nodes, weighted by
its number of examples, that is:
E(X,A) = - £ Ì
Finally, the information gained by branching on attribute A is:
Gain(X,A) = I(PC(X))-E(X,A).
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And, so, the selected attribute is the one with the highest information gain:
arg max Gain(X, A) .
1.3. Gain Ratio. One problem of Quinlan's Information Gain is that it is
biased in favour of attributes with many values, which are not necessarily the most
useful ones. The Gain Ratio measure, proposed by the same author [Qui86], is an
attempt to overcome this problem. It works by normalizing the Information Gain
measure, multiplying it by a factor that represents the amount of information -for
any example- which is necessary to know the value of a certain attribute.




where the normalizing factor, IV(X, A), is defined as:
IV(X,A) = - £ p(X,S)loS2p(X,S).
and, so, it is equal to I(PA(X)) of the RLM criterion. Again, the selected attribute
is the one that maximizes the gain ratio:
arg max Gainjv(X, A) .
1.4. Gini Diversity Index. The most commonly used impurity function for
the CART algorithm is the Gini index [BFOS84]. It measures the class diversity
at a node. Given a node with a set X of examples, the Gini diversity index of node
impurity has the form:
I ( X ) = £ p ( X , S ) - p ( X , S ' ) ,
where again p(X, S) is the probability for an element of X belonging to the set
5 (i.e. the different class probabilities given the set of examples X), and it is
estimated by the ratio:
When a certain node of a tree splits the set of examples X according the values
of the attribute A the average impurity measure of the child nodes is calculated as:
and the impurity reduction due to the splitting on attribute A is: I(X) — I(X, A) .
Finally, the selected attribute is the one that produces a highest impurity reduction
(in the case that all attributes produce a negative impurity decreasing, the recursion
is stopped):
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One problem of the Gini criterion is that it is biased in favour of those attributes
having more values.
1.5. Chi-square Test. Pearson's Chi-square (x2) statistic provides a test of
significance with regard to the independence between variables.
For the Chi-square statistic to be used, a definition of the null hypothesis must
be formulated. First, let the problem domain be specified by.
• An attribute A with M values {1, . . ., M}.
• The set of classes: C - {1, . . . , K}.
• A set of examples X, with |X| = N.
This can be arranged in the form of a M * K contingency table.
One is seeking to determine whether or not the j-th value of attribute A is a
good predictor of the i-th class. If the values of A are randomly distributed among
the classes, then A is not a good predictor of the class. Hence, the null hypothesis
can be formulated as:
HQ: the values of A are randomly distributed over the classes of C
If this null hypothesis is true for each value j then none of the attribute values
is a good predictor. This implies that, given a particular value j for attribute ^4,
the conditional probability of the example being in j'-th class is no different from
the total probability that the example is in i-th class. Thus the null hypothesis is
reformulated as:
HQ: p (example-in-class i \ value-of-attribute-is j) = p (example-in-class »'),
for all class i and value j .
If the null hypothesis is rejected, the alternative hypothesis:
HI: some value j of attribute A is not randomly distributed over classes of C
is accepted. This means that some value Oj of attribute A is more likely to be
associated with i-th class, and thus it can be used as a discriminator for that class.
For calculating the Chi-square statistic, the observed frequency O,-j is the num-
ber of examples (of X] in class i, with value j of attribute A. The expected frequency
EÍJ is defined as:
M K
E O* E On
r, _ ky
 ~
where Oik is the observed number of examples in i-th class, and O¡j is the observed




In this case the number of degrees of freedom is M * k. Using the comparison with
the Chi-square distribution value, the null hypothesis will be rejected if the the
X2(X, A, C) value is sufficiently high. This would suggest that the corresponding
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attribute A is not randomly distributed over the i-th attribute and thus did discrim-
inate between the classes. The best discriminating attribute will be the attribute
with the highest Chi-square value, which will be the least likely to occur by chance
(and which be selected if it is significant at say, the 10% level):
arg max
 X
2 ( X , A , C ) .
It has been shown that the Chi-square based criterion does not favour attributes
with many values, however it has other problems when working as a feature selection
criterion: (1) it produces trees which are significantly larger than those produced
by Information Gain, and (2) it is very sensitive to small expected frequencies (high
instability for frequencies less than 5). For a detailed list of pros and cons of the
X2 criterion, see [SD94].
1.6. Symmetrical Tau. The Symmetrical Tau measure [ZD91] is a variation
of a measure of association, called Asymmetrical Tau, used for cross-classification
tasks in the statistical area [ZD91]. The Asymmetrical Tau is measure of the rela-
tive usefulness of one variable X in improving the ability to predict the classification
of members of the population with respect to a second variable Y: Tau(Y\X).
Combining the two Asymmetrical measures Tau(Y|X) and Tau(X|F) a bal-
anced statistical heuristic for building multi-branching decision trees is derived:
Tau(X, Y). In the context of feature selection criterion, variable X is identified
with a feature A (with {1, . . ., A/} values), and variable Y is identified with the set
of classes C (with {1, . . . , K} values).
Now, let's consider the contingency table of variables A and C, which will
contain M rows and K columns. Let:
• p(ij) = the probability that a variable belongs both to row category i and
to column category j.
• P(Z+) and P(+J) are ^ne marginal probabilities in row category í and column
category j, respectfvely.
Given that these probabilities are estimated from frequency counts on a set of
examples X, the Symmetrical Tau measure is defined as follows:
KM , . .-2 M K f . ~2 M K
Tau(X,A,C) =
Tau has a natural and clear probabilistic interpretation. Suppose that a mem-
ber of the population is selected at random and the task is to predict this member's
X and Y category simultaneously. In this case, Tau is interpreted as the reduction
in the probability of prediction error. This reduction results from the knowledge of
the individual's classification on the second variable, relative to the probability of
the error in the absence of that information.
Finally, the selected attribute will be:
arg max Tau(X, A, C) .
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The Symmetrical Tau criterion has a number of interesting properties. Among
others: (1) it does not favour attributes with many or few values, (2) it is a measure
of association and has a built-in statistical strength to cope with noise, (3) it is not
proportional to the sample size, (4) it is especially suited for probabilistic decision
tree induction, and (5) it is able to deal with Boolean combinations of logical
features. We refer the reader again to [SD94] for a broad description of the main
properties of the Tau measure.
1.7. RELIEFF. The idea of RELIEF [KR92] (which is the precursor of RELI-
EFF) is to weight attributes according to how well their values distinguish among
the instances that are near to each other. The original algorithm is described in
figure 1. It randomly selects L training instances —where L is a. user defined
parameter— in order to iteratively adjust the weights t% corresponding to each
attribute.
For that purpose, given an instance X t , RELIEF searches for its two nearest
neighbours: one from the same class (x,-, called nearest hit) and the other from the
other class (xj, called nearest miss). Note that the original RELIEF is limited to
two-class problems.
The function S(x¡tk,Xj,k) returns the difference between the values of feature k
of both examples x,- and Xj. For discrete attributes the difference is either 1 (the
values are different) or 0 (the values are equal), while for contiguous attributes the
difference is the actual difference normalized to the interval [0,1]. The weights Wk
are estimates of the quality of the attributes, thus the justification for the updating
formula is that a good attribute should have the same value for instances from the
same class (subtraction of the difference ¿(zt,fc»z,- tfc) corresponding to the nearest
hit) and should differentiate between instances from different classes (adding the
difference ¿(zt.k, Xj,k) corresponding to the nearest miss).
procedure RELIEF (in: X, L)
#g# X = the set of training examples
8f f L = the number of random examples to draw
for each feature k {wk := 0.0}
for /:=! to L do
randomly select an instance (xt , j/t)
let x; be the nearest example to xt such that y; = j/t
let Xj be the nearest example to Xi such that y¿ ^ y¡
for each feature k
Wk '•= Wk — S(xt,k,xi,k) 4-
end-for
end-for
return the set of weights Wk
end RELIEFF
FIGURE 1. Pseudo code of the RELIEF algorithm
If N is the total number of instances then the complexity of the algorithm is:
O(L x N x ^Features). When used for feature selection, RELIEF simply selects the
attribute which has the maximum weight, i.e. arg maxfc Wk •
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RELIEFF [Kon94] is an extension of RELIEF, which is able to deal with incom-
plete data and multi-class data sets. Its algorithm is presented in figure 2.
This new algorithm computes more reliable probability estimates by selecting
groups of the B nearest neighbours instead of a single nearest neighbour. Again,
the number B is a user-defined parameter that is usually set to 10.
In this way, for each randomly selected example xt, RELIEFF calculates the
group of the B nearest hits (the set Hit in the algorithm) and a group of the B
nearest misses for each possible class c different from the actual class of the target
example (the Mc sets in the algorithm).
The updating of weights is performed in the same way than RELIEF, but the
differences are averaged among all the examples in the set of B nearest neighbours
and the contribution of each class different from the target class is weighted by its
relative importance (the proportions pc in the algorithm).
procedure RELIEFF (in: X, L, B)
ÍJW X = the set of training examples
#*# L = the number of random examples to draw
8#8 B = the number of nearest neighbours to compute
for each feature k {wk := 0.0}
for each class c {pc := the fraction of X belonging to class c]
for /:=! to L do
randomly select an instance (xt , yt)
let Hit be the set of B examples (x; ,y;) nearest to Xt such that y; = yt
for each class c ^  yt
let Me be the set of B examples (x; ,y;) nearest to Xt such that y< = c
end-for
for each feature j
. ^ ^ f, * \ \ Py ^ •* f i
(xiiVi)€Hit c^Vt C (xi,!/¡)€Mc
end-for
end-for
return the set of weights u>*
end RELIEFF
FIGURE 2. Pseudo code of the RELIEFF algorithm
Finally, our variant RELIEFF-IG consists exactly of RELIEFF in which the dis-
tance measure used to calculate nearest hits/misses does not treat all attributes
equally, but it weights them with a pre-calculated score using the Quinlan's In-
formation gain measure over the whole set of available examples. We empirically
tested that this variation increases the reliability of selecting nearest neighbours
with respect to really important attributes and that the resulting trees outperform
RELIEF F-based trees.
2. Relaxation Labelling for POS tagging
In this section the relaxation algorithm is described from a general point of
view. Its application to POS tagging is straightforwardly performed, considering
each word as a variable and each of its possible POS tags as a label.
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2.1. Definitions. Let V = {v\, v?,... , üjv} be a set of variables (words). Let
TÍ = {¿i,<2i • • • i^m;} be the set of possible labels (POS tags) for variable u,- (where
mi is the number of different labels that are possible for «¿). Let C be a set of
constraints between the labels of the variables. Each constraint is a compatibility
value for a combination of pairs variable-label:
0.53 [(vi,A)(v3, B)] binary constraint (e.g. bi-gram)
0.29 [(vi,A)(v3,B)(ve,C)] ternary constraint (e.g. tri-gram)
The first constraint states that the combination of variable vi having label A,
and variable «3 having label B, has a compatibility value of 0.53. Similarly, the
second constraint states the compatibility value for the three pairs variable-value
it contains. Constraints can be of any order, so we can define the compatibility
value for combinations of any number of variables.
The aim of the algorithm is to find a weighted labeling such that global consis-
tency is maximized.
A weighted labeling is a weight assignment for each possible label of each vari-
able: P = (p1,?2,... ,PN) where each p' is a vector containing a weight for each
possible label of t>,-, that is: p' = (pi,P2i • • • iP'mi)-
Since relaxation is an iterative process, the weights vary in time. We will note
the weight for label j of variable i at time step n as p}(n), or simply p'j when the
time step is not relevant.
Maximizing global consistency is defined as maximizing for each variable «¿,
(1 < i < TV), the average support for that variable, which is defined as the weighted
sum of the support received by each of its possible labels, that is: Y^ll^iPj x ^»ji
where S¡j is the support received by that pair from the context.
The support for a pair variable-label (5¿¿) expresses how compatible is the as-
signment of label j to variable i with the labels of neighbouring variables, according
to the constraint set.
Although several support functions may be used, we chose the following one,
which defines the support as the sum of the influence of every constraint on a label.
sa = E Inf w '
r6Ho
where RÍJ and Inf (r) are defined as follows:
• RÍJ is the set of constraints on label j for variable t, i.e. the constraints
formed by any combination of variable-label pairs that includes the pair:
(«,-,<})•
• I n f ( r ) — Cr x p£l (m) x ... x p£d (m), is the product of the current weights
for the labels appearing in the constraint except (v¡,tj) (representing how
applicable the constraint is in the current context) multiplied by Cr which is
the constraint compatibility value (stating how compatible the pair is with
the context).
Although the Cr compatibility values for each constraint may be computed
in different ways, recent experiments [Pad96, Pad98] point out that the best
results for POS tagging purposes are obtained when computing compatibilities as
the mutual information between the tag and the context. Mutual information
measures how informative is a discrete random variable with respect to another,
and is computed as the expectation of the expression in (10) for every possible pair
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of values [CT91]. Since we are interested on events rather than on distributions,
we will use the corresponding expression for the outcomes A and B rather than its
expectation [KS97].
(10)
If A and B are independent events, the conditional probability of A given B
will be equal to the marginal probability of A and the measurement will be zero. If
the conditional probability is larger, it means than the two events tend to appear
together more often than they would by chance, and the measurement yields a
positive number. Inversely, if the conditional occurrence is scarcer than chance,
the measurement is negative. Although Mutual information is a simple and useful
way to assign compatibility values to our constraints, a promising possibility still to
be explored is assigning them by Maximum Entropy Estimation [Ros94, Rat97b,
Ris97].
2.2. The Algorithm. The pseudo-code for the relaxation algorithm can be
found in table 3. It consists of the following steps:
1. Start in a random labeling PO- In our case, we select a better-informed
starting point, which are the lexical probabilities for each word tag.
2. For each variable, compute the support that each label receives from the
current weights from other variable labels (i.e. see how compatible is the
current weight assignment with the current weight assignments of the other
variables, given the set of constraints).
3. Update the weight of each variable label according to the support obtained
by each of them (that is, increase weight for labels with high support —
greater than zero — , and decrease weight for those with low support — less
than zero — ). The chosen updating function in our case was:
4. Iterate the process until a convergence criterion is met. The usual criterion
is to wait for no more changes from one iteration to the next.
The support computing and weight changing must be performed in parallel, to
avoid that changing a weight for a label would affect the support computation of
the others.
We could summarize this algorithm by saying that at each time-step, a variable
changes its label weights depending on how compatible is that label with the labels
of the other variables at that time-step. If the constraints are consistent, this
process converges to a state where each variable has weight 1 for one of its labels
and weight 0 for all the others.
The performed global consistency maximization is a vector optimization. It
does not maximize — as one might think — the sum of the supports of all variables,
but it finds a weighted labeling such that any other choice would not increase the
support for any variable, given — of course — that such a labeling exists. If such a
labeling does not exist, the algorithm will end in a local maximum.
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P:=Po
repeat
for each v¡ 6 variables
for each t¡ possibleJabeLfor v;
sa ••= E /n/(r)
reflij
end-for




FIGURE 3. Pseudo-code of the relaxation labelling algorithm
Note that this global consistency idea makes the algorithm robust: The prob-
lem of having mutually incompatible constraints (there is no combination of label
assignment which satisfies all the constraints) is solved because relaxation does not
necessarily find an exclusive combination of labels —i.e. a unique label for each
variable—, but a weight for each possible label such that constraints are satisfied to
the maximum possible degree. This is especially useful in our case, since constraints
will be automatically acquired, and different knowledge sources will be combined,
so constraints might not be fully consistent.
The advantages of the algorithm are:
• Its highly local character (each variable can compute its new label weights
given only the state at previous time-step). This makes the algorithm highly
parallelizable (we could have a processor to compute the new label weights
for each variable, or even a processor to compute the weight for each label
of each variable).
• Its expressiveness, since we state the problem in terms of constraints between
variable labels. In our case, this enables us to use binary (bi-gram) or
ternary (tri-gram) constraints, as well as more sophisticated constraints
(decision tree branches or hand-written constraints).
• Its flexibility, we do not have to check absolute consistency of constraints.
• Its robustness, since it can give an answer to problems without an exact
solution (incompatible constraints, insufficient data, ... )
• Its ability to find local-optima solutions to np problems in a non-exponential
time (only if we have an upper bound for the number of iterations, i.e. con-
vergence is fast or the algorithm is stopped after a fixed number of itera-
tions).
The drawbacks of the algorithm are:
• Its cost. ./V being the number of variables, v the average number of possible
labels per variable, c the average number of constraints per label, and 7 the
average number of iterations until convergence, the average cost ¡s N x v x
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e x / , that is, it depends linearly on TV, but for a problem with many labels
and constraints, or if convergence is not quickly achieved, the multiplying
terms might be much bigger than N. In our application to POS tagging,
the bottleneck is the number of constraints, which may be several thousand.
The average number of tags per ambiguous word is about 2.5, and an average
sentence contains about 10 ambiguous words.
• Since it acts as an approximation of gradient descent algorithms, it has their
typical convergence problems: Found optima are local, and convergence is
not guaranteed, since the chosen step might be too large for the function to
optimize.
• In general relaxation labeling applications, constraints would be written
manually, since they are the modeling of the problem. This is good for
easy-to-model domains or reduced constraint-set problems, but in the case
of POS tagging, constraints are too many and too complicated to be easily
written by hand.
• The difficulty of stating by hand what the compatibility value is for each
constraint. If we deal with combinatorial problems with an exact solution
(e.g. traveling salesman), the constraints will be either fully compatible (e.g.
stating that it is possible to go to any city from any other), fully incompatible
(e.g. stating that it is not possible to be twice in the same city), or will have
a value straightforwardly derived from the distance between cities. But if
we try to model more sophisticated or less exact problems (such as POS
tagging), we will have to establish a way of assigning graded compatibility
values to constraints.
• The difficulty of choosing the most suitable support and updating functions
for each particular problem.
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APPENDIX C
Tag Sets
1. WSJ Corpus Tagset
Figure 1 contains a description of the Penn Treebank tagset, used for tagging













LS List item marker
MD Modal
NN Noun, singular
HHP Proper noun, singular
NNS Noun, plural












VB Verb, base form
VBD Verb, past tense
VBG Verb, gerund
VBH Verb, past participle
VBP Verb, non-3rd ps.
sing, present








. End of sentence
, Comma
: Colon, semi-colon
( Left bracket character
) Right bracket character
" Straight double quote
' Left open single quote
' ' Left open double quote
' Right close single quote
' ' Right close double
quote
FIGURE 1. The Penn Treebank tagset
2. LEX ESP Corpus Tagset
The tagset used to annotate the LEXESP corpus consists of a set of PAROLE
compliant labels that were specially developed for Spanish and Catalan. In this
labels, the first symbol codifies main syntactic categories, the second symbol codifies
sub-categories, and the rest codify other features such as gender, number, person,
tense, etc.
The full tagset is too large to be used in a statistically-based tagger, thus a
reduced version was constructed to perform POS tagging. The reduced tagset limits
the information to the two first symbols of each label (three in the case of verbs).
It is described below.
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• Article: TD, TI, TP.
(D=definite; I=indefinite; P=personal).
• Determiner: DD, DP, DT, DE, DI.
(D=demonstrative; P=possessive; T=interrogative; E=exclamative; I=indefinite).
• Noun: NC, NP.
(C=common; P=proper).
• Verb:VMI, VMS, VMM, VMC, VMN, VMG, VMP, VAI, VAS, VAM, VAC, VAN,
VAG, VAP.
(2nd symbol: M=main; A=auxiliary. 3rd symbol: I=indicative; S=subjunctive;
M=imperative; C=conditional; N=infinitive; G=gerund; P=participle).
• Pronoun: PP, PD, PX, PI, PT, PR.
(P=personal; D=demonstrative; X=possessive; I=indefinite; T=interrogative;
R=relative).
• Conjunction: CG, CS.
(C=coordinate; S=subordinate).








We list in this appendix the full size tree referenced as an example in sec-
tion 2.3 of chapter 3, which is the decision tree acquired from 8,012 examples of
the preposition-adverb (IH-RB) ambiguity class.
The notation employed is lisp-like and it has the be read in the following way.
For instance, the fragment:




would represent an internal node that comes from its parent through an edge la-
belled with "VBZ VBP" (which means either of two tags). The tree contains a split
using the 'tag(+l)' attribute which branches to three child nodes with the corre-
sponding values (not printed). Finally, '(34 137)' are the class counts of examples
associated to the tree (meaning 34 instances labelled RB, and 137 instances labelled
IN). Observe that leaf nodes contain a 0 in the second position of the list.
Finally, note that the branch mentioned in that examples has been emphasized
between brackets (<« and >»).
(Root word(O) (809 7203) 19 0
((since after) 0 (19 948) 0 2)
((once) tag(+l) (91 17) 7 0
((JJ DT) tag(-l) (28 5) 6 0
((RB CC JJS DT VB) 0 (13 0) 0 10)
((IN NMS) O (O 2) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (4 0) 0 10)
(( , ) 0 (9 0) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((VBZ VBN) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((PRP) 0 (0 9) 0 2)
((JJR . IN) 0 (7 0) 0 10)
((VBD) 0 (23 0) 0 10)
((NNP) tag(-l) (4 3) 3 0
((,) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((NNP JJ CC) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((NN JJS) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((TO CC CD JJS ) VRB . HD) 0 (8 0) 0 10)
((VBN RB) 0 (21 0) 0 10))
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((Once) tag(+2) (22 7) 4 0
((DT ,) 0 (B 0) 0 10)
((VBZ VBP NNS) tag(-2) (2 6) 3 0
((:) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
(«null>) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((.) 0 (2 1) 0 10))
((NN) 0 (11 0) 0 10)
((JJ CC VBD) tag(-2) (4 1) 2 0
(«null>) 0 (4 0) 0 10)
(( .) 0 (0 1) 0 2)))
((notwithstanding) tag(-l) (1 3) 3 0
((,) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NNP) 0 (0 1) 0 2))
((aboard) O (O S) O 2)
((between) 0 (0 348) 0 2)
((beside) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((Alongside About) tag(-2) (17 26) 2 0
((DT .) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
(«null» tag(+l) (15 26) 4 0
((DT) tag(+2) (1 5) 2 0
((JJ) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (1 2) 0 2))
(($) 0 (2 2) 0 10)
((NN JJ) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((CD) tag(+2) (12 17) 2 0
((NN) 0 (6 5) 0 10)
((VBP NNP JJ CD NNS) 0 (6 12) 0 2))))
((though) tag(+l) (34 137) 7 0
((" JJS CD PRP$ EX) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((NNP NNS RB JJ IN) 0 (1 43) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((,) tag(-l) (27 2) 3 0
((DT RB) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((,) 0 (25 1) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (0 1) 0 2))
((PRP DT) 0 (0 81) 0 2)
((.) 0 (6 0) 0 10)
((JJR) 0 (02) 02))
((•til) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((After) 0 (2 107) 0 2)
((Before) 0 (1 25) 0 2)
<«((As as) tag(+l) (534 2719) 14 0 >»
((DT) 0 (0 801) 0 2)
((CD NNP NNS PRP) 0 (1 703) 0 2)
((" NN) 0 (3 366) 0 2)
((VB FW EX) 0 (0 6) 0 2)
((VBN VBP) tag(-l) (10 64) 8 0
((VBZ RP CC VB VBG) 0 (5 0) 0 10)
((PRP) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((JJ VBN RBR NNPS) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((RB :) tag(-2) (1 7) 3 0
((RB) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
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((VBD) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NNP JJ HNS) 0 (03) 02))
((.) 0 (1 41) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((HNS) 0 (0 7) 0 2))
((JJ) tag(+2) (236 240) 10 0
((TO) tag(-3) (8 2) 3 0
((VBZ PRP NHP) 0 (6 0) 0 10)
((NHS IN) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((JJ RB) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((CD , MD VBD) tag(-l) (4 16) 5 0
((RB) tag(-2) (2 7) 3 0
((, JJ . VBG) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((RB) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((VBP VBZ) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((.) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((NNP NN VBH) 0 (0 7) 0 2)
((HNS) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
((IN) 0 (1 0) 0 10))
(($ () 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBN CC RB) tag(-3) (6 7) 4 0
((IH HHS) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((PRP HH) 0 (4 0) 0 10)
((CC : VBD) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((HD VBG) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((VBP) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((IN DT) tag(-l) (195 16) 10 0
((JJ) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((CC VBZ) 0 (19 0) 0 10)
((IN) 0 (52 0) 0 10)
((VB) 0 (33 0) 0 10)
((:) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((NHS VBG) tag(-3) (11 1) 3 0
((HD) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBZ TO PRP$ CD DT VB VBD NNS VBG) 0 (9 0) 0 10)
((IN) 0 (0 1) 0 2))
((RB VBD) 0 (50 1) 0 10)
((" RP) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBN .) tag(-3) (3 9) 3 0
((JJR NH NHS) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((IN) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((HD RB CC VBP VBD . NNP) 0 (07) 02))
((TO VBP NH) 0 (23 1) 0 10))
((JJ NN) tag(-l) (9 82) 8 0
((VBZ VBP VBG) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((JJ) 0 (0 17) 0 2)
((NH NNS) 0 (0 22) 0 2)
((CC VB) tag(-3) (3 3) 2 0
((VBZ <null> VBN) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((. HH VBG) 0 (3 0) 0 10))
((IN CD) tag(-2) (1 3) 2 0
((NNP JJ NN) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
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((NNS) 0 (1 0) 0 10))
((RB .) 0 (1 21) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((VBN NNP) tag(-3) (1 14) 3 0
((RB JJ VB NNP .) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((MD) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((IN NN) 0 (0 8) 0 2)))
((NNP) tag(-2) (1 8) 3 0
((VB) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((RB NN JJ) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((, IN) 0 (0 5) 0 2))
((.) tag(-2) (8 15) 4 0
((VB NN) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((VBZ PRP) 0 (5 0) 0 10)
((CD VBP) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((POS RB VBH DT VBD , VBG) tag(-l) (1 10) 4 0
((VB) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((RB) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((: NNS) 0 (0 2) 0 2)))
((NNS) 0 (3 92) 0 2))
<«((RB) tag(+2) (269 40) 8 0 >»
((( ) PRP JJ) tag(-l) (10 3) 4 0
((RB VBN IN) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((VBD) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((JJ) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
((, NN NNS) 0 (7 0) 0 10))
((,) tag(-l) (2 15) 4 0
((VBP VBD) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((JJ RB , " NNS) 0 (0 12) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((VBH) 0 (1 0) 0 10))
((VBN :) tag(-l) (11 2) 4 0
((: VBZ NNS) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((.) 0 (5 0) 0 10)
((JJ RB) 0 (0 2) 0 2))
((TO .) tag(-l) (25 4) 6 0
((VB RB NNP , VBN) 0 (12 0) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (8 0) 0 10)
((JJ) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((RBR) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
((VBG) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NNS) 0 (4 0) 0 10))
((JJR RB NN) tag(-3) (4 4) 4 0
((DT RB) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((PRP IN) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((NNS) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((VBG) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
<«((IN) 0 (215 3) 0 10)>»
((" NNS DT VBD) tag(-3) (2 7) 4 0
((VBP) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
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((VBZ) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((VB ") 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((NN NNS) 0 (0 4) 0 2)))
((WP WRB VBZ) tag(-3) (2 17) 5 0
((PRP) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NN) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
(($ RBR DT .) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((IN) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((JJ RB NNS) 0 ( 0 8 ) 0 2 ) )
«* , TOT :) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((PRP$) tag(-3) (2 34) 5 0
((DT NN . JJ NNS) 0 (0 11) 0 2)
((NNP) 0 (0 11) 0 2)
((RB CC) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBP RP VBZ VBD PRP$ VBN VBG RBS) 0 (0 8) 0 2)
((IN) 0 (0 4) 0 2))
((JJR) tag(-3) (3 5) 3 0
((RB VBN NNS) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((JJ) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((DT HD NN) 0 (3 0) 0 10))
((TO IH) O (4 94) 0 2)
((VBD NNPS) 0 (0 14) 0 2)
(($ VBG) 0 (0 90) 0 2))
((Along before below) tag(+l) (45 452) 9 0
((VBN NNS RB) tag(-3) (4 15) 3 0
(($ DT . NNS) 0 (0 9) 0 2)
((TO JJ ") 0 (3 0) 0 10)
(«null> VBN IN VB NNP) tag(-2) (1 6) 3 0
((TO NN . NNS) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((JJ) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((PRP$) 0 (1 0) 0 10)))
((CD DT VBG) 0 (7 248) 0 2)
(($ CC) 0 (0 12) 0 2)
((IN) tag(-3) (1 7) 3 0
((VBP) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((VBZ VBN) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
(«null» 0 (05) 02))
((WP JJS PDT ") 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((VBP , . : EX) tag(-3) (27 12) 4 0
((VBN PRP VBZ) tag(+2) (3 3) 2 0
((") 0 (2 0) 0 10)
(«null> CC) tag(-2) (1 3) 2 0
((VBZ PRP) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((VBN) 0 (1 1) 0 10)))
((NN VBD) tag(+2) (9 1) 4 0
(«null» 0 (4 0) 0 10)
((DT " IN) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((CC) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBG) 0 (0 1) 0 2))
((CD VBP , HD JJ RB IN EX) tag(-l) (15 5) 4 0
((JJ RB NNS VBG) tag(+2) (9 3) 2 0
((DT) 0 (6 3) 0 10)
(«null» 0 (3 0) 0 10))
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((PRP) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
((VBN) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
( (NN IN) 0 (5 0) 0 10))
((CC NNS DT) 0 (0 3) 0 2))
((PRP NN) 0 (0 87) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (3 3) 0 10)
((NNP JJ PRP$) 0 (3 64) 0 2))
((In) 0 (0 1253) 0 2)
((because) tag(+O (38 683) 10 0
((NNS PRP$) 0 (0 45) 0 2)
((JJS CD ) WRB VBG) tag(-2) (2 9) 3 0
((VB ,) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((HD RB) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((NN PRP$ CC VBG) 0 ( 0 4 ) 0 2 ) )
((PRP) 0 (0 180) 0 2)
((JJR RB) 0 (0 7) 0 2)
((IN) tag(-l) (30 224) 13 0
((VB) tag(-3) (4 2) 3 0
((NN) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((VBD) 0 (0 1) 0 2)
((MD RB NNS) 0 (3 0) 0 10))
((") 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((( ") 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((NN) 0 (0 54) 0 2)
((RB) 0 (2 51) 0 2)
((NNP) 0 (0 10) 0 2)
((.) 0 (0 28) 0 2)
((JJR VBP PRP JJ VBD FW VBG) tag(-2) (6 21) 5 0
((VBN NN VBG) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
((" VBP WDT NNS) tag(-3) (1 5) 3 0
(( . ) O.(l 0) 0 10)
((NNS) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
( (NN VBD VBG) 0 ( 0 3 ) 0 2 ) )
((IN VB) 0 (0 4) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (1 1) 0 10)
((RB) tag(+2) (1 11) 4 0
((DT) 0 (0 5) 0 2)
((" JJ NN) 0 (03) 0 2)
((NNP) 0 (1 0) 0 10)
((NNS) 0 (0 3) 0 2)))
((CC) tag(-3) (2 3) 3 0
((CD IN) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
(«null» 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((NNS) 0 (0 1) 0 2))
((VBN) tag(-3) (8 3) 2 0
((PRP TO VBD RB NN , VBN) tag(-2) (8 1) 2 0
((VB) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((VBZ VBD RB CC) 0 (6 1) 0 10))
((VBZ WDT) 0 (0 2) 0 2))
((IN) 0 (0 7) 0 2)
((NNS) tag(+2) (6 30) 5 0
((DT NNS) tag(-3) (2 15) 3 0
((TO IN DT NNP NN) 0 (0 11) 0 2)
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((HD PRP$) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((JJ VB HNS WDT) 0 ( 04 ) 0 2 ) )
((NH) tag(-2) (4 2) 3 0
((DT JJ) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((VB CD) 0 (2 0) 0 10)
((NH) 0 (2 0) 0 10))
((JJ) 0 (0 8) 0 2)
((" VBH JJR) 0 (0 3) 0 2)
((PRP$) 0 (0 2) 0 2))
((CD) tag(+2) (1 10) 3 0
((JJ) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((NNP NN VBN) tag(-3) (1 4) 2 0
(($) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((HN) 0 (1 2) 0 2))
((NHS) 0 (0 4) 0 2)))
((DT) 0 (0 110) 0 2)
((" JJ EX) 0 (2 43) 0 2)
((HN) 0 (1 24) 0 2)
((HHP) 0 (0 38) 0 2)
((.) tag(-2) (3 3) 3 0
((VBP JJ HHP) 0 (3 0) 0 10)
( (NN) 0 (0 2) 0 2)
((VBD) 0 (0 1) 0 2)))
((beyond Besides) 0 (1 55) 0 2)
((under) 0 (1 405) 0 2))
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APPENDIX E
Research Projects and other Links
The research reported in this dissertation has been developed inside the frame-
work of mainly four research projects. They are briefly described below.
1. ACQUILEX-I(II) Projects
The ACQUILEX projects were funded by the European Commission under the
Basic Research initiative The goal of the first project was to explore the utility of
constructing a multilingual lexical knowledge base from machine-readable versions
of conventional dictionaries. The second project extended this goal by exploring
the utility of machine readable textual corpora as a source of lexical information
not coded in conventional dictionaries, and by adding dictionary publishing part-
ners to exploit the lexical database and corpus extraction software developed by
the projects for conventional lexicography. The ACQUILEX-II project finished in
September 1995. Partners in this project were: University of Cambridge, Univer-
sity of Amsterdam, Instituto di Linguistica Computazionale of CNR, the joint NL
research group from the Catalan Polytechnical University (UPC) and University of
Barcelona (UB), and the publishing partners: Cambridge University Press (UK),
Biblograf (Spain), and Van Dale Lexicogràfic (The Netherlands).
ACQUILEX homepage: http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/Research/NL/acquilex
2. EuroWordNet Project
EuroWordNet (LE-2 4003 fe LE-4 8328) is a resources and development project
supported by the Human Language Technology sector of the Telematics Applica-
tions Programme.
It aims to develop a generic multilingual database with WordNets for several
European languages -English, Dutch, Italian and Spanish- with 30,000 senses each
one. Those WordNets will be linked through the English WordNet, so each English
synonym will be associated with its equivalent in the other languages. Partners in
this project are: University of Amsterdam, University of Sheffield, Instituto di Lin-
guistica Computazionale of CNR, Novell Belgium and the joint NL research group
from the Catalan Polytechnical University (UPC), the University of Barcelona (UB)
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3. ITEM Project
ITEM is a project funded by Spanish Research Department (CICYT) consisting
basically of integrating different existing NLP tools and resources in a unique envi-
ronment, in order to enable and ease the construction of multilingual information
extraction and retrieval systems.
It includes tools for NLP of Catalan, Basque and Spanish. The integrated tools
cover basic NL tasks (tokenizers, morphological analyzers, taggers, parsers, etc.) as
well as higher level tasks oriented to information extraction. The integration en-
vironment also contains several lexical resources such as corpus, machine-readable
dictionaries (MRDs), lexicons, taxonomies, grammars, etc. Tools and resources are
documented, available and transportable.
Partners in this project are the Computational Linguistics Group from the
University of Barcelona (UB), the NLP research group from the Poly technical Uni-
versity of Catalonia (UPC) the NLP group from the Basque Country University
(EHU), and the NLP group from the Spanish Open University (UNED).
ITEM homepage: http://sensei.ieec.uned.es/item
4. LEXESP Project
The LExEsP Project is a multi-disciplinary effort headed by the Psychology
Department of the University of Barcelona in collaboration with the Psychology
Department of the University of Oviedo. It aims to create a large database of
language usage in order to enable and encourage research activities in a wide range
of fields, from linguistics to medicine, through psychology and artificial intelligence,
among others. One of the main issues of this database of linguistic resources is the
LEXEsp corpus, which contains 5.5 Mw of written material, including general news,
sports news, literature, scientific articles, etc., and which aims to be a balanced and
general sample of modern Spanish language usage.
The corpus will be morphologically analyzed and disambiguated, and syntacti-
cally parsed. The provided tools and resources include a broad coverage morpho-
logical analyzer, two taggers for Spanish, and a chart parser.
LEXESP homepage: http://www.ub.es/pbasic/recerca.htm
Additional information can be found at the homepage of the Natural Language
Research Group, of the Catalan Polytechnical University (Dep. LSI). This page
allow the user to access to on-line demonstrations of the aforementioned tools,
(they include analyzers for Catalan language also).
NLRG homepage: http://www.lsi.upc.es/~acquilex/nlrg.html


